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We have had another busy quarter at 

Clearwater International completing 29 deals 

with an average deal size of €114m, with 

business services, TMT and healthcare being 

our most active sectors. We continue to see 

high levels of interest from private equity, 

transacting with 22 different firms over the last 

quarter and we are proud to have been 

awarded the title Corporate Financier of the 

Year at the recent Unquote Private Equity 

Awards. 

Our debt advisory team have been busy 

completing transactions in excess of €400m 

including advising RemadeGroup, the French 

smartphone remanufacturing specialist, on 

securing a €125m unitranche financing from 

entities managed by LGT European Capital, and 

Waterland Private Equity on raising acquisition 

finance to support the merger of Within Reach 

Group, with Waterland’s recently acquired portfolio 

company Swyx Solutions, to form a leading EU 

Unified Communication player UCG.

Our sector teams are continuously producing 

insightful thought leadership commentary which 

has been featured in key titles including 

ConsultancyUK, Recruiter, and Børsen. 

We continue to make commitments not only to our 

clients, but to our communities. Last quarter saw 

Partner Javier Perez Farguell appointed as Chair 

of the Barcelona Chapter of Association for 

Corporate Growth, which aims to promote 

corporate growth through the integration of 

companies, investment funds, advisors and 

lawyers. We also supported Mandy Allen from our 

Manchester office who cycled 671 miles from Paris 

to Nice raising over €5500 for The Christie Charity 

which funds life-changing and potentially life-

saving projects for cancer patients. 

Michael Reeves
CEO, Clearwater International 

In this digital world, large 

consulting projects are 

increasingly framed around 

enhancing the customer 

experience. Consultancies are 

now looking at strategy 

execution capabilities, along 

with their traditional advisory 

models. 

As featured in ConsultancyUK
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Average 

deal size

€114m 

Thought leadership 

commentary in key titles:

ConsultancyUK, 

Recruiter,

and Børsen

deals completed

in Q2 

29

deals involved PE 

working with 

22 PE houses

Over 

50%

Largest 

deal value 

€1.6bn 

Q2 2018 in numbers…

As a leading global corporate 

finance house we’ve built a 

business based on listening to our 

clients.

Whether advising entrepreneurs, 

corporates or private equity, we 

have a great track record of 

originating, managing and 

delivering clearly defined 

strategies to help our clients 

achieve their objectives and long-

term goals.

Our relationships are always 

based on transparency, trust and 

mutual respect. Building 

meaningful and close 

relationships with clients lies at 

the heart of our success.
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Key highlights

Hottest sectors:  

TMTHealthcare

Business

Services



Recent transactions

With a record of more than 1400 

transactions worth over €70bn, 

Clearwater International makes 

deals happen. 

Here we have a selection of our 

most recent transactions…
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Transactions

Sell-side 

Undisclosed

MBO supported by

Sell-side

Undisclosed

sold to sold to

Sell-side

Undisclosed

MBO supported by

Sell-side

Undisclosed



Recent transactions

With a record of more than 1400 

transactions worth over €70bn, 

Clearwater International makes 

deals happen. 

Here we have a selection of our 

most recent transactions…
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Transactions

Sell-side 

Undisclosed

to

Debt Advisory

Undisclosed

raised acquisition finance to 
support the merger of

acquired 50% of a healthcare 

real estate portfolio in 
Germany belonging to 

Buy-side

Undisclosed

sold to

Sell-side

Undisclosed

sold



Recent transactions

With a record of more than 1400 

transactions worth over €70bn, 

Clearwater International makes 

deals happen. 

Here we have a selection of our 

most recent transactions…
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Transactions

Debt Advisory 

c. €85m

refinancing and 

raising debt finance 
with funding provided by 

Debt Advisory

c. €33m

refinancing with sold to

Sell-side

Undisclosed

sold

Sell-side

Undisclosed

Pitzner Group



Recent transactions

With a record of more than 1400 

transactions worth over €70bn, 

Clearwater International makes 

deals happen. 

Here we have a selection of our 

most recent transactions…
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Transactions

Debt Advisory 

€125m

raised debt finance from

Debt Advisory

Undisclosed

acquired
sold a majority stake in

Sell-side

Undisclosed

sold

Sell-side

Undisclosed

to

Zhejiang Tieliu Clutch



Recent transactions

With a record of more than 1400 

transactions worth over €70bn, 

Clearwater International makes 

deals happen. 

Here we have a selection of our 

most recent transactions…
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Transactions

Buy-side 

Undisclosed

acquired

Sell-side

Undisclosed

sold to
MBO supported by

Debt Advisory

Undisclosed

received investment from

Sell-side

Undisclosed



Recent transactions

With a record of more than 1400 

transactions worth over €70bn, 

Clearwater International makes 

deals happen. 

Here we have a selection of our 

most recent transactions…
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Transactions

Sell-side 

Undisclosed

sold to

Sell-side

Undisclosed

sold to

sold

Sell-side

Undisclosed

to



We would like to thank John and the Clearwater team. We have a trusted 

relationship with Clearwater having also advised us on the initial MBO in 2015, with 

their guidance and expertise proving to be invaluable once again.

P.J. Flanagan
CEO, H&MV Engineering

Clearwater’s knowledge and experience of the e-commerce and sports nutrition 

market was key for choosing them as my advisor. The team maintained an efficient 

and well executed process despite some obstacles along the way. Although it was a 

time-consuming process, the involvement of Clearwater’s dedicated team meant 

that our internal resources could be kept at a minimum, allowing us to concentrate 

on our daily operations. I’m certain that without Clearwater’s assistance we would 

not have ended up with such a successful outcome. I can only recommend 

Clearwater to other entrepreneurs considering selling their company.

Rasmus Thorup Andersen
Founder and owner, Bodylab

Thanks to the Clearwater team for the dedicated support throughout this process. 

Their strong track record in the consultancy sector and knowledge of and direct 

access to top management at all potential buyers, made Clearwater an outstanding 

adviser. They provided us with invaluable M&A guidance and were crucial in 

achieving this great result.

Jens Kærsgaard
Partner and CEO, KAAI
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What our clients say



Business community
Partner Javier Perez Farguell has been appointed Chair of 

the Barcelona Chapter of Association for Corporate Growth. 

The association aims to promote corporate growth through 

the integration of companies, investment funds, advisors 

and lawyers. Javier joins Partner Barry Chen, who has been 

Chairman of the ACG China since January 2016.  

Rankings and awards
• In CF News’ H1 2018 ranking tables Clearwater 

International France ranked 3rd for Capital 

Development and LBO transactions

• The UK team won Corporate Financier of the Year at 

this years’ Unquote Private Equity Awards

Recent highlights

Our clients value our industry 

knowledge and see in Clearwater 

International a trusted adviser who 

can deliver objectives in an 

authentic manner, supported by a 

great team.
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Team successes

CSR
Mandy Allen from our Manchester office cycled the 671 

miles from Paris to Nice with just over 4,800ft of climbing 

taking in both the Jura Mountains and The Alps on route. It 

included the Col de la Faucille climb which is frequently 

used in Le Tour de France. She raised over €5500 for The 

Christie Charity, which funds life-changing and potentially 

life-saving projects that will benefit cancer patients both 

now and in the future.



Eduardo Morcillo

Partner, China 

Tel: +86 10 8451 2088 x 846

Email: eduardo.morcillo@cwicf.com

John Jensen

Partner, Denmark

Tel: +45 20 33 47 67

Email: john.jensen@cwicf.com

Thomas Gaucher

Partner, France

Tel: +33 1 53 89 0505

Email: thomas.gaucher@cwicf.com

Ralph Schmücking

Partner, Germany

Tel: +49 69 58302 77 20

Email: ralph.schmuecking@cwicf.com

John Sheridan

Partner, Ireland

Tel: +353 1 912 1721

Email: john.sheridan@cwicf.com

José Lemos

Partner, Portugal

Tel: +351 917 529 764

Email: jose.lemos@cwicf.com 

Francisco Gómez

Partner, Spain

Tel: +34 699 446 314

Email: francisco.gomez@cwicf.com

Phil Burns

Partner, UK

Tel: +44 845 052 0362

Email: phil.burns@cwicf.com

Your Clearwater contacts
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Head Office:
Brookmount House

62-65 Chandos Place

London WC2N 4HG, UK

t: +44 845 052 0300

f: +44 845 052 0303

clearwaterinternational.com


